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  President’s Message.....Howard Goodfellow 

During these long and cold winter days, I can 

report that your executive team is busy 

focusing  on delivering  value to all of  our 

members--a real challenge to remain 

focused, recognizing  the diversity  in 

photographic skills and interests . We can 

always do better and the executive team welcomes your valuable 

input and feedback (positive and negative).  We depend on new ideas 

from our members with suggestions on new programs or opportunities. 

 We can not  promise to always implement  your suggestions but we 

can promise that we will review your ideas and try to find a way to 

support these initiatives if they fit within the mission of our club .                                      

 An excellent example is the new initiative undertaken by Larry Keeley 

to provide small workshops based on teaching and a  hands on 

approach for photographers who  are interested in learning new 

photographic skills. Thank you Larry and your group of volunteers  who 

are working with you.  
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A fantastic Spring workshop  has been planned for May 2nd at the 

Salvation Army Church Hall.  It is a great  deal to have a choice of 2 

different workshops (four well respected photographers) plus lunch for 

only $50. As they say,  Stay Focused--Picture Perfect.  Register quickly 

in order to make sure space is available in your selected workshop.                                                       

I have just finished reading a book titled  "The Innovators" by Walter 

Isaacson. It is a fascinating history of the digital revolution. It reminds 

me of how today's world is impacted by digital photography.  The first 

digital images arrived 20 years ago and had an amazing 0.5 

megapixels. Today, you can buy a high end DSLR with 35 megapixels 

with all kinds of special features. Technology today is unlimited and 

the future is unknown.  Many of the ways that we process images 

today are based on technology developed in the last 20 years, 

including silicon chips, internet, email, post processing, GPS, wireless, 

iphones, etc.  I cannot imagine our Northumberland Photography Club 

without this digital revolution. My message is:  "There has never been 

a better time to enjoy photography." 

Sunset at Lake Chapala, Mx  

 

Photo 

submitted  

by Karen & 

Howard 

Goodfellow 

  

 

  

                          

http://isaacson.it/
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 NPC FEATURED PHOTOGRAPHER....John Rolph !!! 

   Born: Markham, Ontario 

 Now living in Cobourg, I am a retired professional            

engineer. In the past few years, I have travelled to 

New Zealand, Europe, Cambodia, and, of course, 

the USA, as well as most of Canada. My spare time 

is occupied by woodworking, travel and 

photography. It was my grade ten teacher who 

kindled my photography interest.                                                                                                                                      

Most of my shooting relates to local landscapes with the occasional 

person thrown in for good measure. In the past I have had some 

success as I had a flower photo published in the Globe and Mail many 

years ago as well as have a number of prints in the permanent 

collection in Hart House. My retirement hope was to have the time to 

devote to my first love – darkroom. Right after buying the dream 

enlarger, digital overtook the world and I am now trying to master the 

new system. Lightroom anyone?  

One area that I have enjoyed for many years is producing Christmas 

Cards. This caused me to add silk 

screen printing to the repertoire. 

Probably a lost art again.  

It was easy to find subjects 

when we had children and then 

grandchildren as subjects. They 

have all caught on and have 

ceased to volunteer. Most of 

the pictures were taken with a 

Canon G12.           

Landscape lovers cannot resist a 

sunset now and then. 
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   When in Cambodia we were 

fortunate to see a local 

wedding procession. Very 

colourful! 

 

 

A scene of the floating village 

in Cambodia. The lake floods in 

monsoon season.    

 

  

 

 

 

Dancing and costumes are big 

here. 

                                                                        

 

  

Sometimes you just get 

caught up in the day’s 

happenings. This is at the 

temple in Angor Watt. 

         

 It was exceptionally high when we were there in November 2011. 

The abominable mudman. Not 

often seen in this area. We think 

that he might be extinct before 

long.                                                                                                 
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 Washington Is for Photographers                  

David O’Rourke 

Washington, D.C., the Rome of the American 

Empire, is also a Mecca for photographers. It 

is a small city, not far from its airport, and its 

size makes it walkable, though you might want 

to purchase a ticket for the Hop On, Hop Off  

bus, as my wife and I usually do 

when we’re in a new city.  Autumn 

is an excellent time to visit 

Washington: no heat and few 

tourists.  

Of course, there is no shortage of 

famous government buildings and 

monuments to photograph (e.g. 

the White House, the Lincoln 

Memorial, the Vietnam and Korean War Veterans Memorials). Most of 

these are best shot at the “golden hour” (sometimes called the "magic 

hour" – roughly the first hour of light after sunrise, and the last hour of 

light before sunset) or at night when they are all lit up.  
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Shooting at night will help you to avoid some of the clichéd shots that you 

tend to see of these buildings. There is a night time bus tour that is worth 

investigating that stops at many of these monuments. There are also night 

photographic tours that are led by professional photographers that sound like 

they are worth the 

money - (Google them 

ahead of time). I was 

only able to shoot 

during the day, so I tried 

to include people in 

some of my shots in 

order to skirt the 

clichés and to add a 

human element to my 

photos.  

 

As you probably know, the city is 

full of free museums; what you 

may not know is that photography 

is allowed in all of them—just no 

tripod or flash—though at the Air 

and Space Museum even flash is 

allowed. So for those of us who 

like to shoot in museums, this 

city is a bonanza. Even the 

National Portrait Gallery, which 

was hosting an exhibition of Yousuf Karsh’s American portraits while I was 

there, and the National Gallery of Art, easily one of the best art museums in 

America, allow you to merrily shoot away. My only disappointment was the 

American History Museum. The area that is set aside for popular history (e.g. 

Archie Bunker’s chair, the Fonz’s jacket, Dorothy’s shoes) was neither very 

large nor particularly well lit, and unfortunately all the artifacts are behind 

glass, making good photo-taking a real challenge.    
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I plan to go back 

to Washington, 

D.C., just for the 

night 

photography. One 

word of caution: 

as with many 

American cities, 

it is always a 

good idea to stay 

close to the 

tourist spots and 

not wander too 

far off on your own.  
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Bob  Bell 

          Bob  Bell 

 

   
     <  Howard Goodfellow                          Bonnie Tuttle 
                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                      
Bonnie Tuttle  > 
 
 
 
 

 < Arlene 

Foster 

 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152794897981130&set=pcb.396255397214447&type=1&relevant_count=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152794898006130&set=pcb.396255397214447&type=1&relevant_count=2
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   Dan  Knight Photos 

 

Dan  Knight Photos 

 

 

Donna  Edmunds  Photos 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

                                      Larry Keeley Photo > 
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Allan Short: 

“ One of the Snowy Owls that 

we saw on Sunday down on 

Amherst Island, just west of 

Kingston, Ontario. Not going to 

say how many we saw, but 

two were up close and the 

others were off in the 

distance, but still shoot-able 

with a long lens mated to a crop sensor to get that extra reach.” 

 
 

Sunrise on Amherst Island 

 

 <  Larry Keeley Photo 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

<  Dawn Knudsen Photos 

 

Ice Formations captured on 

Amherst Island outing. 
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The deadline for photo submissions is midnight, Monday, 

January 26th, 2015 . You may submit images in any of the 

following categories:  

THEME IMAGES 

 

The theme for February is "Blue/White....or"  

  

Maximum of two images per theme, named as follows: 

PhotographersName_ ThemeName_ImageName.jpg e.g.: 

DanKnight_NatureInMotion_NightSearch.jpg emailed to: 

ThemePhotos@northumberlandphoto.ca 

  

PHOTOGRAPHER'S CHOICE  

 

Maximum of two images named as follows: 

PhotographersName_ PC_ImageName.jpg e.g.: 

DanKnight_PC_NightSearch.jpg) email to: 

PhotographersChoice@northumberlandphoto.ca 

  

OUTINGS IMAGES 

 

Named as follows: 

PhotographersName_ OutingName_ImageName.jpg e.g.: 

AllanShort_CobourgFireHall_FireTruck1.jpg) ) email to: 

OutingPhotos@northumberlandphoto.ca  

  

        PLEASE NOTE: Images must be sent as a properly named 

attachment in JPEG image format with a maximum pixel size 

of 1920 x 1080. 

 

        Click on the link 

http://www.northumberlandphoto.ca/image-submission for 

detailed instructions. If you require assistance, please contact 

John Glover, technicaldirector@northumberlandphoto.ca 

 

mailto:ThemePhotos@northumberlandphoto.ca
mailto:PhotographersChoice@northumberlandphoto.ca
mailto:OutingPhotos@northumberlandphoto.ca
http://www.northumberlandphoto.ca/image-submission
mailto:technicaldirector@northumberlandphoto.ca
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Message to NPC from CLIC ORGANIZERS:  

CLIC 2015 is on the horizon again and Team CLiC is keen to spread the 

word amongst the local photographic community. We have put 

together a slide show on CLiC and if possible we would like to present 

it to your members on one of your club nights. Entry deadline is May 21 

so the earlier we can do this the more advance notice your members 

will have.                                                                                                                          

Our presentation usually lasts 30 minutes or so, including questions. 

We attempt to introduce CLiC, show some material from previous 

years, explain the categories and entry procedure, and encourage 

people to submit their work. If you can fit us into your schedule please 

contact us by reply.                                                                                                      

Check out our (soon to be updated) website at www.clicphotoshow.ca. 

CLiC 2015 runs from July 25 to August 9, at the Books & Company 

gallery in Picton, Prince Edward County. 

Regards, For Team CLiC.   Bert Jenkins,  Margaret Liddon                                                 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           The Lake At Lakeshore Rd., Cobourg. Teresa Glover Photo 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=330987207091193&set=gm.395899420583378&type=1
http://www.clicphotoshow.ca/
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Items of interest to our members.  

I just went to see the Wildlife Photographer of the Year exhibition at 

the ROM. Great really. This is the text from the ROM website: 

 

“Experience the beauty and power of our natural world as the ROM 

presents the Canadian premiere of Wildlife Photographer of the Year.  

Coming from the Natural History Museum in London, Wildlife 

Photographer of the Year is now in its 50
th

 year and second year at the 

ROM. This internationally renowned photography competition 

celebrates nature and wildlife through 100 breathtaking photos, 

selected from tens of thousands of submissions by photographers of 

all ages around the world. Don't miss this stunning exhibition, book 

your tickets today!” The exhibition is on till March 22.                              

Submitted by Ed Merbis 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                        Solar Sentry, Amherst Island.   Dan Knight Photo

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152521302431567&set=gm.398211040352216&type=1
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Chairperson, Bryan Marjoram, and workshop committee 

members: Chloe Craig, Donna Edmonds, John Glover, Elisabeth 

La Fontaine, and Stan Kicak have been busy organizing a full 

day interactive Spring Picture Perfect Workshop entitled, 

"Stay Focused". They have chosen four very talented 

photographers and a technical expert to share their 

knowledge and passion. Jillian Bickle, a successful portrait 

photographer, as well as Mary Talbot, a master of creative 

techniques, along with our technical expert, Scott Tromley, 

and our highly acclaimed street photographer, Brian Tyson, 

will present workshops followed by an interactive session to 

practise the skills that were earlier presented. Each 

participant will choose two of the four workshops, one in the 

morning and one in the afternoon. At midday we will take an 

hour break and enjoy a catered lunch. This whole day, which 

includes two workshops and lunch, is a bargain at $50.00. We 

have tried to keep costs low to make it affordable to all. "Stay 

Focused" will be held at the Salvation Army Church on 59 

Ballantine Street on May 2nd, 2015 starting at 9:00 am with 

Registration at 8:15 am.                                                                                       

We hope all members and their friends will  circle this day on 

their calendars in order to make this spring workshop a 

success. 

 

x-apple-data-detectors://2/
x-apple-data-detectors://2/
x-apple-data-detectors://3/
x-apple-data-detectors://4/
x-apple-data-detectors://5/
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        ...Larry Keeley 

 But That’s Another Story ! 

Way, way back in the 60s, while attending university, I 

spent part of one summer working on a tobacco farm in southern 

Ontario. Those of you who have never endured this back-breaking, 

nicotine-staining effort to earn money for future tuition costs, should 

thank your lucky stars that you were spared this agony. An incident I 

have tried to forget from that time in my life, occurred one day, after 

we had completed several hours of harvesting tobacco leaves in the 

hot sun. Sweaty, dehydrated and hungry, all I wanted to do was get 

back to the bunk house, shower, have a beer and sleep for the next 

ten years! As he and some of the other workers were getting into his 

half-ton pickup truck, the boss pointed to the old horse that had been 

pulling loads of tobacco to the silos for several hours, and said, “Tired 

as he is, Old Joe there, can probably carry you back to the barn, if you 

want a ride.”   With aches and pains in every part of my body, the 

thought of a slow ride, instead of a long walk, was comforting and, 

with some effort, I managed to climb up on old Joe.  I’m not exactly 

sure how or why this happened but, the moment my backside settled 

on old Joe, this tired and weary old animal suddenly became a 

thoroughbred, racing to set a record getting to the finish line. He burst 

out of the starting gate!  Out of desperation I managed to hang on by 

squeezing my legs tightly and holding on to his mane with both hands. 

Supersonic jets would have been hard-pressed to catch this brute!  As 

we approached a bend in the path, I thought the horse would slow 

down enough for me to jump off. I was wrong! Planting one front hoof 

ahead of him, he swirled 90 degrees and continued with nary a let up  
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in speed. In spite of myself, I started to grin. I had just survived a near 

life-ending moment and now, here I was, Roy Rogers on Trigger, 

galloping across the plains, six shooters blazing!                                                    

My euphoria lasted only milliseconds. Almost immediately, I saw the 

barn door looming ahead of us and, just as quickly, I realized old Joe, 

who could barely squeeze through the opening, himself, would not be 

stopping to let me dismount. Preferring to jump, rather than be 

splattered against the side of the barn, I prepared to bail out. Twisting 

to one side, I launched myself into space, at a bazillion miles an hour, 

landing and rolling in the rain-soaked muck and manure.  As I picked 

myself up and out of this mess, I saw the boss leaning against the 

steering wheel of his truck. He apparently had witnessed this entire 

ordeal and was now laughing so hard he could barely speak. He finally 

managed to gasp, “I have never seen that old, fool horse move so 

fast!”                                                                                                                                 

I staggered across the barn yard to the farm pond, and jumped in, 

clothes and all. After a few moments of thrashing around, I rose to the 

surface and cleared the water and muck from my eyes only to see  

several long, black water snakes swimming straight towards me. But 

that, as they say, is another story. 

Thanks to all who submitted photos and other materials for this 

edition of our newsletter.  It is much appreciated! 


